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and alphanumeric data .The resultant encrypted data would
be transmitted across the web and the decryption logic is
implemented at the receiving end decrypting the data to
original text.This custom made logic has been compared with
the well known Caesar cipher to transform the same text file,
however it was observed that the Caesar cipher technique
failed to handle/transform all forms of alphanumeric data.
II. RELATED WORK
In [1] author(s) brings out the nuances of encryption and
decryption and discusses implementation of ASCII
conversion as part of encryption process. In this paper a
secret key is generated subsequent to ASCII conversion, by
implementing a logic of finding the mod of the ASCII value
of the sequence of character, and subsequently generation of
key which is converted to binary and back to ASCII. This
logic although is logically strong encryption, however is not
feasible to implement for conversion of larger files which are
required to be taken as input and stored in encrypted format.
The format of input files also are restricted in this type of
conversion. However the encryption technique discussed is
strong and stable. In [2] author(s) have considered
multimedia data stream as plain text to be transformed into
cipher text and have proposed a new block cipher based on
randomized key of size n × n where n is the block size and
the
block
undergoes
n2
iterations
with
the
plaintext.Everyiteration generates the pseudo cipher text. The
encryption process generate the ciphertext C with the help of
the randomized key. The decryption apply the key in reverse
order on the cipher text, to get back the plain text. This work
deals with the problem of efficient multimedia data
encryption.In [3] A block cipher technique for security of
data and computer networks is proposed. The technique can
be used for text, binary and hexadecimal information. It can
be placed in any one of the network layers. It is based on
changing the system parameters, starting with the block
length, including the number of processing rounds, the used
permutation, substitution and arrangement boxes, and ending
with a disturbance XOR sequence which is XORed with the
final cipher-text block. This makes the system looks like a
one-time pad system. These keys are indirectly generated
from a text key string either inputted from the keyboard or
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Abstract—In today’s scenario of cyber-attacks like
phishing, man in the middle attacks and system compromises, it
is difficult to ensure the secure data transfer. In order to ensure
confidentiality there is a requirement to encrypt the data.
Various techniques have been proposed by the researchers over
a period of time regarding the encryption of data and it’s
subsequent transmission over the web. But in our literature
survey we didn’t across a technique which is able to encrypt and
decrypt the Alphabets , Numbers and Alphanumeric data in
minimum span of time with minimum lines of code. The
designed logic has been tested successfully by writing modules
coded using open source JAVA programming language with the
file containing plain text in the form of only alphabets, numbers
and alphanumeric characters . Since the logic implemented is
custom made, there is remote possibility of breaking the
encryption by an intruder, since the logic will be a secret known
only within the organization.
Keywords—encryption, decryption, internet security,
data, cipher, JAVA.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet revolution has changed the way the organizations
conduct operations. The organizations are now operating as
small modules located at physically diverse locations even in
multiple countries. These organizations use the Internet as a
backbone to carry out their day to day operations including
sensitive data transfer. Although the technology has been
growing exponentially there is a gap between the technology
solutions and security solutions which is exploited by the
malicious adversaries. As per the latest legislations of
different countries the onus of data protection lies with the
organization/data owners especially if data of the customers
are involved. Basically Data Security means protecting its
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The consequences
of a failure to protect any of the three of these aspects will
incur losses in business, loss of customer trust, legal liability,
and loss of company's goodwill. It has been observed that
most of the organizations transfer sensitive files in clear text
without even encrypting thus vulnerable to various cyber
attacks. This paper has attempts to suggest a custom
encryption/decryption technique which can be used as a
template to develop a robust customized encryption algorithm
by any organization. In this paper we have attempted to
encrypt a sample text file that can containing text,numbers
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alphabet. For example, with a left shift of 3, D would be
replaced by A, E would become B, and so on. The method is
named after Julius Caesar, who used it in his private
correspondence.
The process involved for step are:








A program is developed to read the contents of the
file.
Stored the contents of the file in an array.
Read the contents from the array.
Printed the same.
Applied the encryption technique: Caesar Cipher
Printed the original and encrypted contents of the
file.
After applying the decryption technique the original
script was reproduced but failed for the special
characters.

B. Step II
In order to develop the self encryption and decryption
technique, it was proposed to encrypt in the following
manner:
 The original contents of the file are stored in a String
array.
 The contents are read character by character.
 Each and every character is replaced by its ASCII
code.
 A random pattern is added to the ASCII code.
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read from a file. This happens in a delicate way using two
input key numbers L1 and L2 which indicate the orders of the
generated keys. The generated keys are used to make all the
used parameters changeable from one block to another and
from one 8-bit combination to the next. This is done using
ElGamal discrete logarithm pseudo-random sequence
generators in a special way. Compared with existing
techniques, the proposed method offers good properties.In [4]
author(s) demonstrate the comparative performance analysis
of MD5, DES and AES encryption algorithms on the basis of
execution time, LOC (Lines of Code) over a web application.
In [5] author(s) discuss and analyze the current developments
in online authentication procedures including one-timepassword systems, biometrics and Public Switched
Telephone Network for cardholder authentication. The
author(s) propose a complete new framework for both onsite
and online (Internet shopping) credit card transactions. In
[6,9] author(s) presents a detailed review on various types of
vulnerabilities, Structured Query Language Injection attacks,
Cross Site Scripting Attack, and prevention techniques. The
Author(s), also propose future expectations and possible
development of countermeasures against Structured Query
Language Injection attacks. In [7]author(s) present an
integrated model to prevent reflected cross site scripting
attack and SQL Injection attacks in applications which are
made in PHP. There model works in two modes which are
production and safe mode environment. They create sanitizer
model for reflected cross site scripting attack and security
query model for SQL Injection attack in safe mode. They
validate user input text against sanitizer model and input
entries which create SQL queries are validated against
security query model in production mode. In [8] author(s)
demonstrate the exploitation of web vulnerabilities in a credit
card validation web application using brute force and
dictionary attack. In[10] authors also propose a similar
technique to handle the security of the alphabets and numbers
but without any detailed comparison.

(i) Similarly the Decryption is done as per the following
steps


The random pattern is then subtracted from the
integer number to get the ASCII code.



The ASCII code is replaced by the respective
character and stored in a String array

III. PROPOSED WORK
Methodology Adopted :For designing the SANE : Secure
Encryption technique for alphanumeric data over web based
applications, the entire process of encryption and decryption
has been accomplished by writing the modules coded in Java
platform. To begin with, first the already existing Caesar
Cipher is tried to covert plain text to cipher text and a self
encryption and decryption technique is developed to convert
the same plain text to cipher text and the transformed
decrypted file from both the programs has been compared .
The plain text used for transformation to cipher text had
alphanumeric text.
A. Step I:
In the step 1 it was planned to Script a program to implement
Caesar Cipher encryption technique which is a symmetric
Algorithm Caesar Cipher, is one of the simplest and most
widely known encryption techniques. It is a type of
substitution cipher in which each letter in the plaintext is
replaced by a letter some fixed number of positions down the
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Now the decrypted original contents are read and
displayed.
We have the respective functions in Java that helps us to
achieve the above proposed algorithm. Since this technique
is not available publicly as Caesar Cipher. Definitely this is
more secure than the Caesar Cipher technique.
(ii) Decryption Logic:The random pattern is then subtracted from the integer
number to get the ASCII code. The ASCII code is replaced
by the respective character and stored in a String array.Now
the decrypted original contents are read and displayed.
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C. Step III:
The encryption of converting the ASCII text to binary text
has been accomplished by taking the examples of a file
having only alphabets,numbers and alphanumeric text.This
will be the final encrypted message.The binary text is then
again decrypted back to ASCII .Then the further reversing of
the applied logic is been done to get back the original
message.
(i) Plaintext having only numbers:
A file with name 'pattern.txt' is read and stored in a
StringBuffer array.Then each character is taken one by one
and converted into respective ASCII code.The resultant
ASCII code is then added with a random pattern of integer
numbers.Now this random pattern is converted into binary
code and saved as 'encrypt.txt' file.This is the file that will be
sent at the transmitter end through web and by running the
same program at the receiver end the encrypt.txt file is read
and the entire logic will operate in reverse order and the
original text is saved as 'decrypt.txt'.
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Fig2 Plaintext having only alphabets.
A file named 'Text.txt' is read and stored in a StringBuffer
array.Then each character is taken one by one and converted
into respective ASCII code.The resultant ASCII code is then
added with a random pattern of integer numbers.Now this
random pattern is converted into binary code and saved as
'encrypt.txt 'file.This is the file that will be sent at the
transmitter end through web and by running the same
program at the receiver end the encrypt.txt file is read and the
entire logic will operate in reverse order and the original text
is saved as 'decrypt.txt.'

Fig1 Plaintext having only numbers

(ii) Plaintext having only alphabets:
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(iii) Plaintext having alphanumeric characters
A file named 'FinalReport.txt' is read and stored in a
StringBuffer array.Then each character is taken one by one
and converted into respective ASCII code.The resultant
ASCII code is then added with a random pattern of integer
numbers.Now this random pattern is converted into binary
code and saved as 'encrypt.txt 'file.This is the file that will be
sent at the transmitter end through web and by running the
same program at the receiver end the encrypt.txt file is read
and the entire logic will operate in reverse order and the
original text is saved as 'decrypt.txt.'
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4.CONCLUSION
In the current work we were able to write a code to
implement custom made SANE technique to encrypt and
decrypt all types and kinds of data. Although it is a symmetric
encryption algorithm it is a more secure algorithm since the
logic is not available in public domain. Moreover since the
coding is done in Java it is platform independent and
lightweight and special characters cannot be addressed in
Caesar cipher whereas it is taken care in custom made
encryption.These type of encryption programs have their
applicability in day to day operations of various organizations
which operate from multiple locations.
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